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Hole Counting Problem
Count holes in a shape given by a
noisy sample without parameters.

Shape X with 3 bounded holes:
small disk, annulus, figure-eight.

A shape is a triangulable set X ⊂ R2.
A hole is a component of X−R2.

Motivation: real holes can be
• hidden parts of occluded images
used for reconstruction or search;
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• empty regions in sparse laser scans
e.g. windows in building facades;
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• hot regions of complex shapes:
humans, animals in thermal images.

Input: noisy 2D point cloud C
without user-defined parameters.

Noisy sample C of the left shape.

An ε-sample C of a shape X is a point
cloud with C ⊂ Xε and X ⊂ Cε.
The α-offset Xα is the union of balls
∪B(x; α) of a radius α over p ∈ X.

Idea of Algorithm HOCTOP
Hole Counting based on Topologi-
cal Persistence: modified from [1].
When α is increasing, the offset Cα

is growing: holes of Cα are born and
die at critical values of the scale α.

Holes are born at α = 1.5, α = 2.

The persistence diagram of {Cα} is
pairs (birth, death) over holes [2].

Output: probability of holes
We compute the probability distri-
bution for the number of holes of a
cloud C over the uniform scale α.

The cloud C has P(3 holes) ≈ 24%,
P(2 holes) ≈ 13%, P(8) ≈ 11%, . . .
The total over all numbers is 100%.

Algorithm Description
Step 1. A Delaunay triangulation:
O(n log n) time for n points of C.
Step 2. Sort O(n) Delaunay edges
in the decreasing order of length:
all components of the dual graph
↔ all holes of the offset Cα ⊂ R2.

Red graphs dual to α-complexes.

Step 3. Record (birth, death) when
holes are born and die in Cα in the
persistence diagram on the left.
Step 4. P(k holes) := the ratio of
the length of the interval when Cα

has k holes over the full range of α.

Theoretical Guarantees
minhfs(X) := min scale α when a
hole is born or dies in an offset Xα.
maxhfs(X) := max scale α after
which no holes are born or die.
Theorem. If an ε-sample C of a
shape X for an unknown ε satis-
fies minhfs(X) > 1

2maxhfs(X) + 4ε
and no new holes appear in offsets
Xα when the scale α is increasing,
then the algorithm finds the correct
number of holes by using only C.

The proof is based on stability in
topological data analysis, see [2].

Summary of our Results
input: only a noisy 2D point cloud;
output: probability of likely holes;
time: O(n log n) for n points in 2D;
guarantees under weak condition;
applications: occluded images and
sparse laser scans, thermal shapes;
references: a blog with examples
and video at http://kurlin.org.
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